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Abstract
The objective of this current research was to investigate the mediator role of organizational justice between psychological capital and job burnout of nurses working in private sector hospitals of Islamabad and Peshawar, Pakistan. Data were gathered from two hundred and twenty three (223) female nurses of private hospitals of Islamabad and Peshawar of Pakistan. Mediating techniques recommended by Barron and Kenny (1986) were used for finding out the mediating effect of organizational justice between psychological capital and job burnout. Results revealed that organizational justice mediated the impact between psychological capita and job burnout of nurses working in Pakistan.
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1. Introduction

One of the exclusive purposes of HR practices is to affect human behavior in organizations. However, the results are always not as expected. Factors could be many including distinctive individual capabilities like psychological capital. Burnout is one of these unexpected outcomes that is causing many organizational problems. Burnout is ubiquitous but “professionals working with human beings have a higher risk of burnout because of the greater responsibility felt towards human beings than objects” (Özler & Atalay, 2011, p. 27). Nurses are among the groups that experience it. This is because of some major stressor including intense workload, irregular work hours causing irregular sleeping, looking after critical and fatal patients, dealing with the relatives of patients and incapability of providing them emotional support. Besides, they have to cope with the problems in their vocational relations, organizational shortcomings and scant resources, their own concerns of family sustenance, and incapability of allocating enough time for their private life while dealing with these problems cause job-related stress and tension (Özler & Atalay, 2011). Studies in advanced countries have explored the impact of modern management practices on employee burnout (Godard, 2001; Ramsay, Scholarios, & Harley, 2000). Our study postulates that the results of those studies may have generalizability but a recent study of the people of 16 Western European countries (Okulicz-Kozaryn, Holmes, & Avery, 2014) concludes that people living in more liberal countries are happier on average than those in less liberal countries, but individually, conservatives are happier than liberals no matter where they live. This has necessitated the present empirical research with the aim to investigate as to what extent organization research in Pakistan validates the previous studies in the advanced countries and liberal societies.

By definition, burnout is “a common emotional fatigue (burnout) and a cynicism syndrome among the individuals who work face-to-face with people and do jobs that involve human process as compared to mechanic or technical process” (Christina Maslach & Jackson, 1981). Burnout is not only a subjective reaction that emanates from endured job strain (Maslach, 1993), but could also be a reasoned response to the objective analysis of management practices (Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001). Burnout is one of the negative predictors (others being job strain and turnover intentions) and is a part of an employee’s occupational happiness that researchers have been paying increasing attention to measure employees well-being at workplace (2008) (Lyubomirsky, King, & Diener, 2005; Yan & Su, 2012; Zhang, Wu, Miao, Yan, & Peng, 2013). Occupational happiness refers to the positive and negative emotional feelings of employees towards their jobs as well as their cognitive evaluations of their jobs (Diener, 2000; Judge, Thoresen, Bono, & Patton, 2001; Wright & Cropanzano, 2004). For some researchers it is a negative output of the interaction between employees and work environment.
Employees always observe and feel the treatment they receive during their active service in an organization. This is what the psychologist justice perceptions. By definition it the degree to which individuals believe the ways they are treated within organizations are reasonable, impartial, and are not against human dignity, morality and ethics (Cole, Bernerth, Walter, & Holt, 2010; Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007). It is generally believed that non-observance of entertaining this perceptions of the employees affect their attitudes towards work and their ability to cope with work demands (Judge & Colquitt, 2004; Maslach & Leiter, 2008).

The debate on the types of organizational justice(Cole, et al., 2010) is fruitful for understanding its dimensions, the current study only mentions the four types elaborated by Colquitt, and Judge and Colquitt (Colquitt, 2001; Judge & Colquitt, 2004). According to them, first, employees experience distributive justice when organization allocates outcomes on fairness and equity; second, procedural justice when organizational processes in decision making and allocation of outcomes are made equity and fairness; third, interpersonal justice when employees feel they are treated with dignity, respect, and consideration; and finally, informational justice when information shared with the individual employees are adequate, timely, and based on truth and honesty. Keeping all these dimensions in mind, researchers have explored direct associations between organization justice and various outcomes (Gilliland, 2008; Zapata-Phelan, Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). These researchers complain exploring direct association has some way or the other neglected ‘the underlying process of how organization justice reactions motivate responses’ (Gilliland, 2008). Addressing this gap Cole et al. have explored its mediating role (Cole et al., 2010).

To affect employees’ occupational happiness, it is imperative to reduce job burnout and employee’s psychological capital is considered one of the mechanisms (Peng et al., 2013). Psychological capital is considered a positive psychology and positive organization behavior (Luthans & Youssef, 2004). According to them it is “a positive state of mind exhibited during the growth and development of an individual”. They further elaborate it by explaining its four components of self-efficacy, optimism, resiliency, and hope. By self-efficacy they mean the individual’s potential of facing challenge, the confidence to perform an assigned task and the determination to succeed. By optimism they mean an individual’s willingness to perform positively and uphold a positive attitude towards the present and future. By resiliency they mean the potential of an individual to recover quickly from setbacks, adversities, setbacks, failures and learn from such events. And by hope they mean an individual’s motivational state of mind that keeps them on track in achieving the desired aims.

A number of studies (Avey, Patera, & West, 2006; Luthans, Avolio, Walumbwa, & Li, 2005; Luthans, Luthans, & Luthans, 2004) have investigated the relationship between the various dimensions of psychological capital and attitudes-absenteeism, turnover intentions, and perceived job performance of the workforce. Similarly, some studies have looked into the relationship between burnout and psychological capital (Luo & Hao, 2010; Luthans et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2013). Researchers opine that psychological capital effectively reduces the chances of burnout (Luo & Hao, 2010; Luthans et al., 2004). However, Peng et al. conclude that “the body of research concerning the relationship between psychological capital and job burnout remains relatively small” (Peng et al., 2013). To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that have investigated the mediator role of organizational justice between psychological capital and job burnout. That’s why; this study was conducted to contribute to the existing treasure of literature by finding out the mediating effect of organizational justice between psychological capital and job burnout.
2. Objectives of the Study

a) To investigate the relationship between psychological capital, organizational justice and job burnout of female nurses working in Pakistani private sector hospitals.

b) To investigate the mediator role of organizational justice between psychological capital and job burnout of female nurses working in Pakistani private sector hospitals.

The following proposed model was tested by taking sample of nurses working in Pakistani hospitals.

![Prospected Model]

3. Methodology

3.1 Sample of the Study

Data were gathered from two hundred and twenty three (223) female nurses working in private sector hospitals of Islamabad and Peshawar by self administered questionnaire. The nurses were first distributed a cover letter that highlighted the objectives of the study. So data were collected from those nurses who showed a willingness to participate in the study.

3.2 Data Analysis

Data was analysed through SPSS (18th edition) and Amos (18th edition). Barron and Kenny (1986) mediating techniques were used to test the mediating effect of organizational justice between psychological capital and job burnout of nurses working in private sector hospitals of Islamabad and Peshawar of Pakistan. According to barron and kenny, four conditions have to be fulfilled for mediator role. First, psychological capital must have a significant impact on job burnout. Second, psychological capital must have a significant impact on organizational justice. Third, organizational justice must have a significant impact on job burnout. Last, organizational justice should reduce the impact of psychological capital on job burnout. If the impact of psychological capital on job burnout after including the mediator reduced but still significant, it is called partial mediation. If the impact declines but not significant, it shows full mediation.

3.3 Measures

3.3.1 Psychological Capital Questionnaire

Psychological capital questionnaire adapted from Luthan et al. (2006) has four dimensions namely, optimism, resilience, hope and self-efficacy and six items for each dimension. Data were collected by using six point likert
scale starting from 1 (Strongly Disagree) and ending at 6 (Strongly Agree).

3.3.2 Job Burnout Inventory

Job burnout inventory-general survey adapted from Maslach (1996) has three dimensions namely, depersonalization, emotional exhaustion and reduced personal accomplishment. This scale has 15 items. Each question was rated by seven point likert scale starting from 1 (never) and ending at 7 (every day).

3.3.3 Organizational Justice Questionnaire

Organizational justice questionnaire adapted from Schaufeli and Leiter (1996) has three dimensions namely, distributive justice, procedural justice and interactional justice. Each item was rated on seven point likert scale starting from 1 (Strongly Disagree) and ending at 7 (Strongly Agree).

4. Results

The results shown in figure 2 revealed that organizational justice partially mediated the effect of psychological capital on job burnout of nurses working in Pakistani hospitals. The model was found significant and all values of chi square, GFI, CFI, RMR, RMSEA and NFI were found in acceptable range. Chi square was 86.562 with df=35; probability level, 0.002; GFI=0.916; CFI=0.934; RMR=0.017 and RMSEA=0.021. The direct path from psychological capital to job burnout showed a beta value of -0.48, indicating that psychological capital had a significant impact on job burnout, thus satisfying the first condition for finding out the mediator role (Baron & Kenny, 1986). The second condition was also satisfied when psychological capital showed a significant impact on organizational justice. Similarly third condition was also met when organizational justice explored a significant impact on job burnout.

5. Conclusion

The aim of this study was to investigate the mediator role of organizational justice between psychological capital and job burnout of nurses working in Pakistani private sector hospitals. For this purpose, data were collected from two hundred and twenty three (223) female nurses working in two big cities of Pakistan (Islamabad and Peshawar). Barron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure for testing the mediator role was adopted. Data was analyzed through SPSS (18 edition) and Amos (18 edition). The results explored that organizational justice partially mediated the impact of psychological capital on job burnout.
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